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Talk Outline

� Elements of a photo

� Why not Auto mode?

� Anatomy of a camera

� What happens when you press the button

� Exposure

� Taking control of the shot, shooting modes

� ISO, RAW



Elements of a photo

� Composition
� Where you point the camera

� Perspective
� Where the camera is located in  relation to objects in scene

� Angle of view
� Focal length of lens (and size of sensor)

� Focus point
� Focus system, AF or Manual

� Depth of field
� Aperture

� Camera shake, motion blur
� Shutter speed

� Brightness
� Metering, AE, exposure compensation

� Image Quality
� ISO, noise

� RAW





Why not Auto mode?

� Point and shoot

� Great for beginners, parents

� Generally good results

� Disadvantages

� Camera has to guess your intent

� Difficult lighting can lead to unwanted results

� You don’t learn to be a better photographer

� Photography means “Writing with light”

� Collect and shape light

� Retain key creative choices



Anatomy of a camera

� A camera is basically a light tight box with a hole in 

one end, e.g. pinhole camera

� A DSLR is slightly more sophisticated, adds lenses, 

shutter, viewfinder (hence need for reflex mirror), 

autofocus, metering/autoexposure, lots of electronics

� Most important bits are the lens and the sensor, 

everything else helps you get them pointing in the 

right direction, focussed and exposed correctly





1. Lens

2. Reflex mirror

3. Shutter

4. Sensor

5. Viewscreen

6. Condensor

7. Pentaprism

8. Ocular



Photo Taking Sequence

� Shutter half-pressed

� Camera autofocusses

� A scene exposure reading is taken

� Lens is usually fully open (unless Depth of Field button used)

� Shutter fully pressed

� Mirror flips up

� Aperture of lens closes down to preset value

� Shutter opens

� Light coming through lens forms image on sensor

� Shutter closes

� Mirror returns to original position

� Sensor read and the data written to file



High speed movie of exposure sequence



Flash sync speed



What happens when the shutter is open?

� Light from the scene passes through the lens and is 
bent by the curved surfaces of the individual lens 
elements

� A shutter curtain has two parts, the front and rear
� The front curtain descends and exposes the sensor to the 

incoming light

� The rear curtain then follows cutting off the light

� The sensor (usually CMOS) absorbs the light and 
generates electrical charge in proportion to the 
amount of light falling onto each pixel

� The charge builds up during the exposure and is 
then measured after the rear shutter has closed



Aperture



Viewfinder
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Exposure

� The major variable is scene brightness

� Must make sure enough light reaches the sensor

� The sensitivity (ISO) of the sensor can be changed

� The total amount of light reaching the sensor 

depends on

� How large the hole is in the lens

� How long the shutter is open

� Making sure that the image is not too dark or that 

important parts of the image have not overloaded the 

sensor is what we mean by proper exposure



Same shutter speed

ISO

Aperture

Same scene brightness



A note about “stops”

� A “stop” denotes the relative relationship between two 
quantities

� Origin of term due to “light stops” used to manually 
change the aperture of a lens, literally a sheet with a hole 
in the middle.

� A stop is not a absolute amount, but denotes a factor 2 or 
½ of one quantity with respect to another

� 0 stops difference means that two things are the same

� 1 stop difference means one quantity is twice the other

� 2 stops means 4 times difference

� 3 stops means 8 times difference etcF

� E.g. A shutter speed of 1/25th second is 4 stops slower 
than 1/400th second.



Exposure relation

� For a given scene brightness

� (Aperture Area x Shutter Time) / ISO = Constant

� Note! Aperture diameter expressed as a fraction of focal 

length of lens, Aperture number = F# = f/#

� E.g. A 50mm/1.8 lens will have a focal length of 50mm and an 

aperture size of (50/1.8)mm=27.8mm effective diameter

� Higher aperture number actually denotes smaller physical 

aperture size

� Aperture area proportional to the square of the diameter

� For the same focal length, an f/1.4 lens will gather twice as 

much light as a f/2 lens etc.

� Shutter speed usually expressed as 1/Nth second

� E.g. 1/100th second

� [1/100th x (f/2.8)2 / ISO400] = [1/200th x (f/4)2 / ISO1600]



Exposure triangle

Lower ISOLarger F number

Shorter shutter

Lower ISO, smaller F number (larger aperture)

Higher ISO, larger F number (smaller aperture)



Metering

� Camera assumer the typical scene brightness is 18% 

grey (mid-tone), reflective

� Camera sets aperture, shutter speed, or ISO so that 

the sensor is on average 18% filled

� A perfectly white diffuse object is 2 ½ stops above mid-tone

� A 1% “black” object (deep shadow) is 4 stops below mid-tone

� For atypical scene, tell camera to adjust metering

� More reflective scene, e.g. snow, +ve exposure compensation

� Darker scene, e.g. black cat, -ve exposure compensation



Metering modes

� Centre-weighted metering

� Spot metering

� Multi-segment metering
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Over and under exposure

� Underexposure

� Nothing is perfect, sensors have (readout) noise

� An underexposed scene has to be made brighter, but this 

also increases the noise

� A higher ISO setting lowers the absolute readout noise, but 

lowers the maximum brightness that can be recorded

� Overexposure

� Sensors have linear response

� Usually can differentiate approximately 4000 different 

brightness values (human eye about 100 in a single scene)

� Once you get above the maximum value, the sensor “clips” 

and you get the same number

� Impossible to reconstruct the information in a totally blown 

out part of the scene
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Exposure Compensation

� For atypical scene, tell camera to adjust metering

� More reflective scene, e.g. snow, +ve exposure 

compensation

� Darker scene, e.g. black cat, -ve exposure compensation



Use positive exposure compensation



Use negative exposure compensation



+2EV

-2EV

0EV



Taking control

� PASM dial 

� In P mode, camera decides on all the exposure 

variables

� It picks a typical set of aperture, shutter (and ISO if 

using auto ISO)

� It is often better to use A(perture), S(hutter) or 

M(annual) modes, allows you to control key 

parameters of the look of a photo

� Optimise image for sharpness, motion blur, noise 

etc.



Aperture priority mode

� Aperture affects several things

� Depth of field

� Shutter speed

� Sharpness

� Usually the more versatile mode to use

� Depth of field control main reason to use A mode

� Large aperture (small F number) for selective focus

� Small aperture (large F number) for landscapes

� Lens have an optimum aperture for best sharpness

� Typically around f/5.6, f/8 or f/11

� Very good lenses maximum sharpness nearly wide open
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Depth of field demonstration

F1.4 F8

F16F1.4



F2.8



Sharpness demonstration

F1.4 F5.6 F22

Lens SharpnessLens Sharpness



Shutter priority mode

� Control camera shake
� Physiological micro-tremours cause camera shake

� Rule of thumb, shutter speed should be faster than 1/2f, e.g. 
50mm lens should be shot at faster than 1/100th second

� Depends on individual, amount of caffeine, technique, 
posture, stability of ground

� Know your limits

� Image stabilisation (lens or camera body) can help

� Object motion blur
� E.g. Sports requires short shutter speeds

� Long shutter speeds for artistic effect

� Use tripod for greater stability, long exposures (secs
to minutes)



Shutter speed blur examples

1/100 s 1/50 s

1/6 s1/4 s

“50mm lens”



1/500 second



Manual mode

� In A and S modes, camera uses light meter to set 

autoexposure

� A mode, camera automatically sets shutter (maybe ISO)

� S mode, camera automatically sets aperture (maybe ISO)

� Sometimes, you need to set both A and S

� E.g. Fireworks, scientific, multiple-exposure, time-lapse

� In Manual mode, still can use camera light meter as guide

� Some cameras will allow auto ISO in M modes



Fireworks

� Bulb mode means shutter 

open as long as shutter 

button pressed

� Use for long exposures, 

greater than the usual 30s 

limit in A or P modes

� Useful for fireworks



Sensor sensitivity ISO

� Digital sensors can change their sensitivity

� Rain analogy

� Graduated cylinder of a certain height, E.g. 1m

� Set number of markings on cylinder, 1000 or 1mm

� Higher ISO is like using narrower cylinder

� Can measure smaller amounts of rain

� Maximum measurable amount of rain reduced

� Noise in final image minimized with lower ISO

� Try to use the lowest ISO compatible with desired 

aperture and slowest acceptable shutter speed

� E.g. f/4, 1/400th, ISO800 versus f/4, 1/100th, ISO200



ISO noise comparison

ISO100 ISO800 ISO6400



Shoot RAW

� JPG files highly compressed

� Low bit-depth

� Limited ability to maintain both highlights and shadows

� Limited whitebalance adjustments

� RAW files direct sensor output

� Full range of recorded image

� Whitebalance fully adjustable

� Noise and sharpness optimisation



Raw example



Camera Operation

� How to access PASM modes

� How to change ISO settings

� How to change metering modes

� How to change file type to RAW

� How to apply exposure compensation

� How to magnify images, check sharpness

� How to look at histograms, over and underexposure



Exercises

� Find out your best hand-held shutter speed

� Standing up

� Braced

� Landscape vs Portrait orientation

� Optimum apertures for your lenses

� ISO vs Noise for your camera

� Check RAW dynamic range, highlights and shadows



Conclusion

� Aperture priority mode

� Depth of field control

� Shutter Priority Mode

� Camera shake and object motion blur control

� Manual Mode

� Total control

� Shoot RAW

� Maximise options, image quality

� Know the limits of yourself and camera

� ISO noise, camera shake





























A note about image quality

� Modern cameras are all good, all are capable of taking 
great photos in the correct hands

� Noise performance important for low light situations

� Image quality dependent on final output usage

� Web

� Composite image

� Small prints

� Large prints

� Fine art exhibitions

� What you see on your screen at 100% magnification is 
seldom indicative of final quality, especially when 
downsized for web or when printed

� Resist temptation to “pixel peep”




